Family Enterprise Business Services can support you to build and transition a business that incorporates yesterday’s lessons into tomorrow’s success.

Why we are different
We are passionate about the important purpose, role and value business-owning families bring to the economy and society. Our professionals understand the distinct pressures you face, as well as the macroeconomic and industry forces that could disrupt your business in the future.

An integrated approach
Supported by our proprietary tools and methodologies, we support clients achieve the growth, development and long-term ownership goals of a private business. Our services span the following four key areas:

- **Business growth**: Developing and implementing successful business growth strategies requires robust and strategic perspectives that anticipate market trends, customer needs and competitor actions.

  **Results**: Clients who have used our services have significantly improved revenue growth through a combination of revised organic and external growth strategies.

- **Company capitalization**: Adequate capital availability and properly aligned capital providers are critical elements to supporting business growth strategies and maintaining control of your business.

  **Results**: Our team has advised our clients in planning and implementing institutional and private debt equity capital financing to align with their growth and liquidity objectives.

- **Generational transition**: More than 65% of family business owners express a desire to transfer their companies to the next generation, but less than 25% succeed in doing so.

  **Results**: Throughout our history, we have assisted family businesses in the successful transition from one generation to the next, many with second- or third-generational transitions, as they continued to grow larger, more valuable businesses.

- **Shareholder liquidity**: Business-owning families periodically need liquidity. Most often, they don’t have to sell the business. However, tension can develop between the business’s capital requirements and shareholders’ liquidity needs.

  **Results**: We have worked closely with our clients through the process of planning, designing and implementing internal or external liquidity plans that have generated liquidity for shareholders while balancing business needs.

As a family business owner, you naturally want to take your organization to the next level. External investors don’t drive your decisions. Instead, they’re based on a desire to grow and preserve the business, and to leave a legacy for future generations.

Who we serve
- Business-owning families and family offices
- Family enterprise businesses
- Family business holding companies

Our clients
- Range from 1st through 14th generation of ownership
- 85% of clients are second to seventh generations
- Majority of clients in upper-middle market, with $100m to more than $3b in revenue

Working with enterprising families to build and transition more valuable companies
Are you on track to grow and transition your family business?

The Family Enterprise Business Services professionals support a better path.

- **Business growth**
  - Is your business increasing shareholder value?
  - Has your business planned for upcoming megatrends?

- **Company capitalization**
  - Is your business adequately capitalized relative to your competition?
  - Is your business ready and prepared to access the capital markets?

- **Generational transition**
  - Do you have a plan and a process for generational transition?
  - Are your future leaders prepared?

- **Shareholder liquidity**
  - Does your business have a formal liquidity plan for shareholders?
  - Are liquidity needs of the shareholders and the business aligned?